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1. Introduction 

I will begin by asking t h~ee  questions and supplying three brief answers 
which are elaborated on in the rest of my ralk. The questions are: 

a) \my 
b) W%ar shouId we teaclz engineers, scientists (and statisticians) 
c) How I about statistics? 

J believe the answers are: 

a) To  catalyze and iobusti5 
b) Methods which catalyze rhe process of probIe~n solving 

and robusti$ and scientific discovery 
C) Engage the student in 

Ensuring that graduating engineers and scientists are familiar with 
statistical  neth hods of design and analysis is, in the United States ac least, 
an uphill battle (see, for example, Bisgaard, 1931). Ren~arkably little 
headway has been made in requiring rhat these tech~liqucs ate raught to 
stuclents in engineering and the sciences. This is partly beca~rse many 
scientists and engineers regard the statistics that they /7ave been taught as 
totally irrelevant to the problems they kce. T believe rhac they are often 
quire right abottr this. 

2.1. Discovery is an iterative process 

Scientific investigation has two aspects: &covery (problem solving) 
and zesti~zg the solution. Consider a scientific investigation intended to 
provide a drug which can cure a particular disease. Such an investigation 
involves: a) the discovery of an effective and manufactnrable chemical 
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substance; b) the testitzg of this substarlce to ensure its effectivesless and 
safety for human use. 

The process of ciiscovery must bc undertaken in the same spirit as a 
dercctive sotves a mystery and finds a criminal. I t  is rlecessarily a 
scqucntirtl iterative procedure. 

Tesrhg the final product is a much more formal process. It parallels 
the trial of the accused within very strict rules of admissible evidence. It 
is usually a one shot affair. 

Unforrunately, the modern statistician, who is often also the tc:tchcr of 
engineers atld sdetltists, has frequently been rrainecl only for the tole of 
desigrler and analyzer of clle one shot trials appropriate ro testing the 
sofurion afrer the work of discovery has been done. Conseq~rently, at least 
in recent times, statistics has often not been allowed to play its critical 
role as a catalyst to the process of discovery itself. 

Emphasis (TuIey, 1377) on the importancc of explomro~y data ~ n i l ! ~ ~ i s  
addresses this problem. However, cxplomtory i ~ q ~ ~ i r y  involves t ~ o t  only 
data anafysis but the whole process of irlvesrigatiorl and, in particular, the 
seque~z~iul zrsc ofdesigns. 

2.2. Conti~~z~ozds uemr erzdi~z~ i~nprovemeri~ 
%re can t~nderscand rhe critical importance of seq~iential invesrigation if 

we coi~sidcr a central of modern quality rechnology - that of 
"Continuous Never Ending Improvemenr". This.idea seems at first to bc 
in conflict with the law of dlrninisiling returns. Suppose, for example, you 
have :I response curve l ik  Fig. I (a) or Inorc generalfy a respoilsc surface 
defined b y y  = f i x )  and you want to find the levels OFX which mwiilzizc y. 
IVIlen you have (nearly) achieved this maximizarion, shoufdn't exper- 
imentation stop? 

This reasoning applies to a fixcd model. Bat (Box, 1993) ill re.11 
investigations neither the funcrioilal Forn~ of t l ~ e  model, tlor the identity of 
the variables x, nor even the nattlre of the resporlse y is Emcd. They cvolw as 
new lrnowledge comes to Ught. As is illustrated in Fig. I@), cxperi- 
Inenters nlust be allowed to learn as they go. Whereas a fixed nlodel leads 
inevitably ro the barrier posed by rhe law of  diminishing rcturns, the 
developing tnodel provides for expanding returns and the possibility of  
neuer e7idirzg it'l~zproueme7zt. 

In practice, some level of improvement ~vill be adequate for present 
purposes and the improve~nent process will temporarily halt; but this 
quiescent period will fast oilly until external circumstances again renew thc 
I~lce~lrive for change. 
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vt:t?-ns j ~ u m  thf cvoluiriq. nnorli.1~ yy = jA (xn ) -j p ~ ,  =f l j  (xu ) -+ Yc =fe (xc 1. 
Sor ted  lines nre "YUIL~.~ not tnfim': 

3. What? 

The data ~ ~ e e d e d  to solve a problem may, at different stages of 
invesrigation: a) alreacb exist - for example in the Library, or in past 
opetating records; b) be obtainable by observing but not in~esfering with 
€he operation of rhe process; c) need to be generrztrd by experimental 
intervention. 

3.1 . Dnta fiom pitrsi?,w observ~~kon 

We can regard any operating systc~n (~~~fiether  it be a sysrem for 
admission to a hospital or a system for producing transistors) as 
continually gellerating potenxially usefd information - rather as a wireless 
cmnsrnitcer tsansmi~s radio signals. But just as radio receivers are ncccted 
to hoar radio signals so tools of analysis are nceded to :ounclerstand cvllzt the 
plocess has to tell us about how it can be improved. Tlte simpler 
(graphical) t c c h ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ e s  such as those employed in Isliltawak (1 976) sevesi 
tools are of particular importance. This is because not o11ly can the 
engineer use cilem, but sthe can also reach the wllole worlcforce how to use 
thcm. The idea is iliusrraced in Fig. 2 ~iltich shows tlte "seven cools" plus a 
few mole. 

Whether by such simple merhocis or by more sophisticated techniques, 
effective probleni solving necessarily requires a sequential zpproach. In 
such a strategy each step uses information gained ar previous sreps to 
follow an irerative course. 
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+ I 
Model 9 W u f t i o n  --+Data --+Znducrion 

This process of lcan~ing as you go involves a constant illtcraction 
benveen stadstical considerations and subject matter (engineering) know- 
how. As the investigxion proceeds it frequently turns out  that d ~ e  data 
suggests ideas (new variables, different responses, new levels of variables, 
etc.) rhat were notin mind rhe beginning of the investigation. 

Figure 2. Some sinlpfe statrsticd tools$r yuahty znlproumzent by fhe workfirce From top kfi 
Flow Diagram, Calue-Bfect Chart, Check Shwt, Pareto Chnrt, Jfistogunm, StrariJintinn, 
Run Chart, Coiztrd Chart, Scatter Plot, Curitns C<-harr. 
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Statisticians who hwe been trained only to run one shot trials n ~ a y  be 
ttncomfortable with rhe idea rhat they should teach engineers rhat scientific 
investigatiori requires an  inderernxirtate and  flexible model, the 
responsibility for \vl~ose evolution must bc shared wit11 the experimenter. 
Certainly in the United Stares, rhe role of scientific ireration in statisrics 
is usually dealt with by pretending i r  doesn't cxist and discussirlg only 
one-shot investigations, By doing this statistics can be rigoronsly 
marhematicized. Unfortunately tile process of scientific illduction which 
cannot be modeled rnathe~narically is the only way iin which truly ~ e 7 u  
ideas can be introdttced. By cutting a living process of investigation in  
two, you kill it. 

(a) Move to new location (b) Add anaiherfrdcrion 

Initial Dcsign 

(c)  Rescale 

(c) Replicate (d) Drop and Add Factors 

00 temperatwe 

Figure 3.  Illustr~tiorz ofsequentid experimentatian fir Be rhree variable case. Depending on 
t ie  rendis fFom the initid design and rubseqwmt  design^^ variozrs &$rent courses might be 
taken. 
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3.2. The ztse of sequential exptuinzentation 
For problems that cannot be solved by using data already available or 

obtainable from passive observation o f  the process designed 
experimentation is needed. At the beginning of an investigation the 
experilnenter knows least about rIze identiy of the important variables, she 
locution OF rhe expcrirnental region of interest, the appropriate scalirzg and 
trans$orrrzati~tz OF the variables, the degree of sophistication required to 
model the system arid so forth. Thus "one-shot" experimentation wl-tich 
attempts to cover all bases with a single large experinlent planned at the 
beginning of the investigation is likely co be exrrernely inefficie~~r. 
Secjuenrial experirnencation with associated seqrtential assembly of 
designs which at each stage buiids on inforrnarioi~ already obtained is 
usualty much better. 

3.3. InjFormed extrapolation 
It  rnusr be made clear to the srx~dent engineer that the scientific 

process, involves not only the invesrigatiorral iteration si~own on the left of 
Fig. 4 but also i ~ f i m e d  extrapohgion indicated on the right of thar figrtre. 
Sucli extrapolation can be from the small scale to the ftiI1 scale, from one 
Location to another, from one invesrigatot. ro another, and so 011. As has 

1 I 
fnformrd 

bu'ts Extrapatalion 
Data From * Applzca~an 

hd)& 

Figure 4. Fecdbnck and b~~krw i72 thl process ofprnbkem s u b i ~ ~ ~  dud 171 applicntiu)i of  thc 
results. 

been emphasized by Deming (1950, 1986), except in eilunlcfativc studies 
the final link with practice is not made using statistics or for~nal 
probability. It is made by using teclzaical judgment. It is important to 
utlderstand however that the basis for this extrapolative technical judgment 
can be very stroilg or very wertlr depe i~d in~  on how the invesrigation was 
conducted. Consequendy, although no  absoitlte guarantees are possibfe, by 
taking certain precautions in the design process we call lnalcc the job o t  
informed extrapolation less perilous. The precautions for strengtl~ening rhc 
analytical and judgmental links that connect investigation and npplicario;~ 
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involve issues of phi los~ph~,  tzmzlysi~~ and dcsdgrz and have been discussed 
more fully dsewhere (Box, 1993), Bilefly we need to consider: 

Philosophy a) The investigationat process as an iteration 

b) The state of control arid null behavior of the system . 
AnaIysis c) The contribution of "distribution frec" analysis 

d) The need for exploratory dara analysis 

e) The purposes of planned experimentation 
f) The role of randomizatio~l and blocking 

Design gf The advantages of comparative experimentation 
tt) The rationale of factorial and orthogonal design 
i) The purposes of robusc design 

(a] Nature of the inetestigd$ionczl process- Iterarive investigation, of the 
kind illustrlited in Fig. l(b) and Fig. 4, itself makes an itnpclrtanr 
contribution to exrrapolabiliry. 

(17) Sate oJrcont~5l and nail bebvior afa  ytem.The IID state is one 
that does not occur nzturalv bur cari sotrletimes be approximately induced 
arcificiafly, for example, by a steady elimination of the larger discurbiltg 
kctors andlor by feedback control (see, for example, Box and Kramer, 
1992)& Whether any real process h3s ever existed in the IXD srace seems 
dubious, While wiry elfin musr made to ensure thar an experimental 
system is in the best state of control we can get, we would be sanguine 
indeed to rely absolt~rely on an assumed state of control to make our 
experimental condusions valid. 

(c) NBI)ir tr ib~t i~~ freen ~ n a b j s ,  The role of deducrive mathematical 
andysis iil providing a wider base f ~ r  exrrapolatio~~ has been greatly 
orerrared. In particular, the so called '"distribution h e "  tests, although 
free of the assumption of normality, continue ro make the same 
devastatingly dangerous (see, for example, Box and Newbold, 1371) 
distributional assumption rhar errors are independent or at least 
interchangeable, 

(d) &ploratoty data auralysis. Such analysis is of great value at cvery 
phase of an investigation, both for providing clues to unexpected 
phenomena and for waning of situations where standard analysis will be 
misleading. 

(E )  Netd for platlned exprrintc.ntdtiour. Fisher, encouraged by Gosset, 
cedized in che 1920's that it would be necessary to design experimenrs ro 
address specific questions of interest. Two concepts were of particular 
importance - minimizing experimental error and maximizing extrap- 
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olabitity. Fisher's (1935) principles of plaiined experimeilration are 
designed to solve these problems simultaneously. 

(J3 Ra~zdomization and blacking. Randonllzation makes the statistical 
conclusions robust against any kind of non 1113 disturbance and in 
particular against a non-stationary disturbance (see, for ex:xrnple, Box, 
1990). 

(g) Co~npur~~lciliz~e experherztation. Experiments which most strain 
extrapotation are those coricerned with an nb~ol~dte measurement. 
Comparative experiinents, from which you wish to learn if A and B are 
different and by how much, are less troublesome. Whenever possible, 
therefore, a problern of absolute measurement slrould be transformed into 
one of relative measureinent. For example, in dle znanufacture of certain 
automobile parts, a robot grasps each item as it comes off the line and 
makes a series of measurements. Slowever, these meanuements are nut 
compared with standard values. Instead, after measuring each 
manufactured item, the robot moves back to measure a standard "perfect 
parc" which is available for continuous reference. The difjre~~ccs in the 
~neasurements of the manufactured part and the standard part are used to 
decide whether or not the parc is in conformance. The adva.arltage of this 
procedure is &at you do not have to Ilave the robot in a perfect stare of 
calibrarion - any bias will be equally reflected in borh the measured part 
and the reference part. 

(h) Facmre'al and or~hogoiznl ~xpef-imentation. Factorial experiments arc 
si~nultaneousl~ stntisrically efficient and provide estimates of inter- 
acrions; in addition they can be run so that the advantages of random- 
ization, bioclting and conlpxative experimentation are maintained. But 
Fisher (1935) also had in mind the questions of extrapolation and 
robustness, H e  remarked "(extraneous factors) may be incorporated in 
(factorial) experiments designed primarily to test other points; wirh the 
real advanrages that, if either general effects or interactions are detected, 
that will be so much ktlowiedge gained at no expense to the ori~er objects 
of the experiment; and &at, in arty case, there wii1 be no reason for 
rejecting the experimental results on the ground thar the test was made in 
conditions differing in one or other of these respece from those in which it 
is proposed to apply the results". 

These ideas were extended fkirurrhcr by Youden (19Gla,b) who was then 
working at the Bureau of Standards to develop what he called "rugged" 
rrlethods of chemical analysis. His experiments used fictional Factorial 
designs (inrmduced by Finney, 1345) to further increase the number of 
exrraneous factors drat could be tested. 

(2) Ro~~ss t  desigri. Thus the concepr of using statistics to design a 
product that will operate weli in the conditions of rlie real world clearly 
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has a Iong hisroiy going back at least to Gosset in the early part of the 
century. Early industrial examples are due to Morrison (1957) and to 
Michaels (1964). We owe ro Tapchi (1386) demonstration of the wide 
industrial importance of these robusr design ideas. 

In the courses we teach engineering students at Madison, we discuss all 
the above points which impinge on extrapolation but, in teaching the 
section on robust design, we do not employ Taguchi's techniques (Box, 
Bisgaard and Fung, 1988). Instead we use what we believe are simpler and 
more efficient methods which, in particular take account of d ~ e  important 
points made by Morrison and Michaels. Also, in short courses, we have 
successfully taught these ideas to engineers and scientists in many parts of 
the world. 

4. Now? 

Of prime importance to the engineer investigator is the philosophy of 
the sequential generation of appropriate dara. h particular different 
design approaches are required at &&rent stages of investigatioil: 

Screening desigrts. When we do not know which of the number of 
possible factors are the important ones fractional factorial designs and 
other or.tboganuf arrays {Plackett and Burman, 1946) are OF great 
importance for screening out what Juran has called the vit-alferu factors 
from h e  trivial many. 

Empirical madding. Sometimes, possibly as a result of previous 
screening or because of previous knowledge, the important variables are 
believed to be already known bur we wish to find out how they affect a 
particuiar response or a number of responses. At this stage of 
experimentation, factoria1 designs, mild fractions and raponre surface 
methods (see, for example, Box and Wilson, 1951 and subsequent 
publications) are particuhrly important. The models used at this stage are 
more or less empirical and are often based on poiynomiaIs sometimes in 
suitably transformed variables. 

M;ztbemnt.ical modeling. When sufFicicnt physical knowledge of the 
system is available mechgnistl'c model buihlkng techniques may be used. 
Possibly as a consequence of previous empirical experiment, the process 
functions derived from a supposed physical ineclianisnl are empioyed. 
Such relaionships are &equently represented by differentia1 equations or 
integral equations. They ofien employ ~iurnerical methods of sofution and 
non-linear least squares and nail-linear design, together with model 
checking and model discrimination techniques (see, for example, Box and 
Draper, 1987; Bates and Waccs, 1988). 
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Experimental design and analysis can also have difIkrent objecdvrs. 
Among these are: 

i) to raise (change) the mean value of some quality characteristic 
i i) to reduce the variance 

iii) co find coilditions which in sorne sense produce a robz~stproduct or 
process. 

4.1. Hands-ofz qe r i ence  

In teaching the art of catalyzing scientific investigation with statistical 
methods the most vital component is hrzrzds-on experience. One way of 
achieving this (Hunter, 1977) is to require individual projects in which 
students carry through investigations using statisricaf metl~ods at home and 
in the lab. In addition some simple experimental device can be employed 
for den~onstration in the classrooin. We have found the paper helicopter 
shown in Fig. 5(a) to be a very convenient means of teaching experimental 
design and analysis at many different stages of instructiorl [see, for 
example, Box, 19ST2). 

In rhis first example I zvili show how a lCp!ay acting" scenario may be 
used to reach the class same fundameatal ideas, Three st~ldent volu~~teers 
are needed to play the parts. I will call these Tom, Dick and Mary. 

Toni stands on a ladder and drops the helicopter &om a height ot 
twelve feet or so white Dick times its fall with a stopwatch. We expll' c 111 ro 
the class that we would like to rind an improved fleiicopter design that has 
a longer flight time. 

Mean and z)uriatton. We start by Tom dropping a helicopter made 
from blue paper. He  drops it fotlr times. We put the results up on the 
overhead projector and we see that the flight times valy sornezvhat. This 
leads to a discussion of variation and to the introduction of rhe average as 
a measure of central tendency and the range and standard deviation as 
measures of spread. 

Conzparing rnemt Fight times. At this point Dick says "I don't think 
milch of the blue helicopcer design. I made rhis red helicopter yesterday 
of a different design. I dropped it four times and got an average flight 
time considerab1y longer than you just got". So we put up the tzvo sers of 
data - the fotit runs made with the Lfue helicopter and the four rims made 
with the red helicopter and show the two averages and standard de\ riations. ' 

Then we denlollstrate a simple test that sho~vs that there is indeed a 
statisticaliy significant diflerence in means, in favor of the runs made wit11 
the red helicopter. 
Vdlidity of the e.~periment. Then Mary says "So the difference is 
sratistical~y significant. So what? It doesn't necessarily tnean it's because 
of the different helicopter design. The rurls tvich the red helicopter were 
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nyade yesterday when i t  was cold and wet, the runs with the blue Iielicopter 
were made today wl~eil it's tvam and dry. Perl~aps it's the temperature or 
tllc humidity that made rhe diFference. \&'hat about the paper! Was ir tile 
same kind of paper used to make the red helicoprer as was used to ~nalce 
the blue one? Also, the blue helicopter was dropped by Tom and the red 
one by Dick. Perllaps they doil't drop them she same way. And zo/*cp-e did 
Dick drop his helicopter? t bet it was in the confercilcc room, atid I've 
noticed &at in that particular room there is a draft which tends to makc 
then1 fall towards the door. That could increase the flighr time. Anyway, 
are you sure [hey dropped them froin the same heigl~t?". So we ask tile 
class if rlxey think these criticisms have merit and they ~nostly agrce that 
they have, and they add a few rrlore csiticis11-i~ of rheix own. 

We  tell the class how such consideratio~ls led Fisher some seventy years 
ago to consider the precautions necessary in rur~rliilg 1111 experiment so that 
it can provide data which leads to unambiguous cortclusions rather than to 
an argumerlt. Wre show how his ideas can be used LO compare the blue and 
the red t~e l i co~ te r  by making a series of paired cotnpnrisons. Each pair 
(b lock)  of experiments involves the dropping of che blue and the reti 
helicopter by d ~ e  same person ar the same location. The ciecisio~i ns ro 
which hcticoytcr should be droppecI first is  rnnde rnridornly by tossi~lg a 
penny. The conclusions are based on the dC#it-c-elict~ in flight tilne within 
the pairs of runs rnade under identical conditions. W e  go on to explai~i 
however that differc~lt peopte and different Iocztiot~s cotlld be used from 
pmir to pdir and how, if this were done i t  would strengthen the 
extrapolability or as Fisher (1935) said "cvideti the inductive basis" of tlze 
esperinleotal resulrs. I f  the red helicopter design appeared to  be better, 
one ~vould, for examplc, like to be able to say that it seerried to bc berter 
no matter who ilropped it or wherc it was dropped. 

A f k c t i o~z i~ l  ~fizcto~irzl desigfi. AS anorher exatnpfe of the use of rhis 
ctevice; at a larer stage i n  t14e course it i s  used to jllt~stratc r l ~ e  \.slue of 
fr~i.nctiona1 factorial desigtls as screening devices. I t  is supposecl thar a 
brarnstt)rming session by an engirtecring design tear11 has led to the 
scleclrio~l of eight hctors to be studied. These selected factors are tisteci ar 
the cop of Fig. 5(b) together wit11 rhc two condirions (indicated by miilus 
aiid plus signs) at which each will be tested. It i s  rhought lilcely that only a 
few of rfrcse kctors will have important large effects. We  are tllus iu the 
fajniiiar "Pareto" situation where, as Dr. Juran says, we want to screen ULLL 

"the vital few from the trivial rn.ltiy". The design used i1-1 Fig. 5(b) is a 25,:' 
fractional factorial. The student may be tnugllt something o l  the theory of 
cllose designs; however, to use them, d l  they really need is a table suc11 as 
bas been st~pplied by Bisgaard (1988) tvhich gives this and other eigIlc and 
sistcen-rut1 cfesigrls with a succiilct description of their propetcics and 
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analysis. As is wcll known, the 2;;; design has two very valuable 
characterisrics: 

a) if there are interactions bet\wei~ pairs of Factors they will not bias 
any of the 8 main effects of the Factors; 

b) if 0111~ up to 3 factors are of imporeaice, the design will ~ roduce  a 
co~nplete 23 factorial design replicated twice in those three important 
factors no matter which ones they are (see, For example, Box, Hunter and 
Hunter, 1978). 

Flight times for the sixteen heticopter types obtained from an 
experinlent rtin in random order are also shown in Fig. 5(1>). Froln these 
flight times, 8 rnain effects and 7 strings of two-factor interactioil may Le 
caiculared on the assumption chat inreractions between 3 or more factors 
may be ignored. The effects are ptotred on probability paper in Fig. 5(c) 
suggesting that real effects are associated wit11 W (wing length) and, Iess 
certainly, L (body length). On the basis that the remaining effecrs falling 
aroutzd dxe straight line are mostlj. due to noise, we car1 summarize die 
data simpiy in terrns of the i~iser diagram in Fig. 5(c). The experi~nent 
imrnediatety provides nor only an improved helicopter design hut also 
indicates the direction in. which fitrrher experimetzrario~i should be carried 
thus initiating a sequential process of experimentario~~ which can be carried 
as far as one desires. 

Another aspect of this approach is highlighted by discussing with che 
class whether they are satisfied with fligl~t time as the sole criterion. Iii 
earlier lectures we have emphasized to the class that what happens in each 
run of an experinlent must be carehlly documented - for exa~nple the facr 
that helicopter #7 hit tile cable leg and that the run had to be repeated. The 
need for careful observatio~t is emphasized, leading to the 
conclusion that an additional criterion such as flight stabiiity should be 
consiclered in future experimentation. This reaches the lesson that 
appropriate and feasible objectives cannot always be derermined in 
advance. The crilerin to be used in assessing the resutts itlay need to be 
modified or tota1ly changed during an i~~vestigation as ltlore is learrlcd. 
The helicopter can also be used to illustrate the process oi: iterative 
experinlcntatioi~ at later stages. For example (a) to denlonstrate the use 06 
experimental design to feduce variance, (b) to illustrate the importance of 
estimating variance components artd of tlsirig the appropriate crior term 
and (c) to consider the problems ofobtaining a robust producl: or process. 
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